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The

Key Elements
of Organisation-Wide 
Spend Under Management
• Integrated value creation and capture

• The efficiency with which things 
are purchased and paid for 
(cost of the process)

• Management visibility of spend activity
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Introduction
This is the third paper in a PROACTIS 3-part series on 
“Spend Under Management”.  

In the first paper, titled Spend Under Management: Take a Broader View of Enterprise Spend Control, we
outlined a more useful view of Spend Under Management that goes beyond the traditional procurement-centric use of
the term to encompass an organisation-wide Spend Control process that addresses three key elements:

• Integrated value creation and capture

• The efficiency with which goods and services are purchased and paid for (cost of the process)

• Management visibility of spend activity

We defined spend that is truly ‘under management’ as purchases that meet the following six criteria:

1. Made with suppliers that were properly sourced & managed 

2. Made with proper purchase authorisation

3. Properly coded for both financial allocation and purchase category  

4. Paid with correct pricing & terms 

5. Processed quickly & efficiently by everyone involved: 
employees throughout the business, procurement and accounts payable

6. Clearly visible to management at all times

Each of the six criteria is described in more detail in that paper.  In that paper, we also discussed why maximum bottom-
line results are achieved only when all elements of an organisation’s Source-to-Contract and Purchase-to-Pay processes
are operating effectively and efficiently; and, most importantly, in integration with each other.  

In the second paper, titled Spend Under Management: Key Process Indicators (KPIs) to Guide Your Journey,
we identified KPIs that Procurement, Finance and other senior managers can use to monitor and improve each of the
individual activities required to gain a high level of true Spend Under Management.  That paper outlined approximately
50 KPIs, you can use to ensure that each activity is continually improving its contribution to the enterprise-wide Spend
Control process.

In this paper, Spend Under Management: The Business Case for eProcurement Systems, we identify the key
elements of the business case for investment in the eProcurement solutions that provide the Spend Control framework
you need to increase your level of Spend Under Management.  The case is simple – as you increase the percentage of
total spend that you have ‘under management’ as we have defined it, you will increase your savings and realise other
strategic benefits.  The ‘cause and effect’ is easy to understand, and the process is proven.  

The Role of eProcurement in Spend Control

Spend Control is the overall process by which an organisation manages what it spends. The strategic goals of an

organisation’s Spend Control efforts are, of course, to:

• Maximise savings and value

• Minimise risk

• Minimise process cost

Spend Under Management as we have defined it is the portion of total spend that is fully managed by the Spend Control

process.  

eProcurement is the information systems framework that supports an organisation’s Spend Control process and enables

increased levels of Spend Under Management.  
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A comprehensive eProcurement framework can be thought of as two highly inter-related cycles:

• Source-to-Contract where the opportunities for savings are created

• Purchase-to-Pay where the actual savings are captured 

In the Source-to-Contract cycle, Procurement and cross-functional category teams find, qualify and manage a strong

supplier base; perform frequent sourcing events; keep close track of contracts and maintain access to supplier

catalogues and websites.  Through this process, they create savings opportunities and make them available to the

organisation.  

In the Purchase-to-Pay cycle, Finance and IT provide the organisation with a systems framework that uses workflow

and business rules to make it easy for the organisation to get the goods and services it needs using suppliers and

agreements established in the source-to-contract cycle, and to do so while complying with established authorisation

policies.  That framework also ensures that purchases are properly coded and categorised, and that operational, financial

and procurement managers all have full visibility of purchase activity.

How eProcurement Delivers Bottom Line Savings and Strategic Benefits

The eProcurement systems associated with these two inter-related cycles make the following contributions to the

business case:

Source-to-Contract gives you the framework to:

• Create substantial savings opportunities through effective sourcing and supplier management

• Avoid unnecessary costs from unwanted and non re-negotiated automatic contract extensions 

• Reduce the cost of supplier non-performance and non-compliance (reduce risk)

• Reduce the cost of administrative support

• Increase transparency of procurement 

Purchase-to-Pay gives you the framework to:

• Avoid unnecessary purchases

• Capture actual savings from negotiated supplier agreements and effective sourcing

• Reduce the cost of the AP process

• Increase overall organisational morale, productivity and agility by making it 

easier for employees to get what they need to do their jobs

• Increase financial control

• Increase spend visibility  

The combination of the two maximises the benefits.  The systems to support each of the two cycles – and even

the subsystems within them – deliver value in their own right; but when you have both cycles ‘firing on all cylinders’ and

well-integrated, you have the comprehensive framework to:

• Create more savings opportunities using the detailed spend data 

produced from your Purchase-to-Pay process  

• Address more spend categories (even ‘tail spend’ categories) by increasing 

Procurement capacity through your streamlined Source-to-Contract process

• Capture the great majority of the created savings opportunities as actual savings 

through your Purchase-to-Pay process

The cycle becomes continuous and a way of life for the organisation.
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Elements of the Business Case
In this section, we outline the major areas of direct savings 
and strategic benefits that make up the business case for 
eProcurement systems to support your Spend Control program.   

These benefits are derived by enabling you to continuously increase your level of Spend Under Management.  

In summary, those areas and detail elements are: 

Savings from Reduced Cost of Purchased Goods & Services

• Avoidance of unnecessary purchases

• Savings from lower prices

• Reduced freight/delivery costs due to order consolidation

• Reduced late payment fees

• Increased capture of early payment discounts

• Reduced payment of duplicate & improper invoices

Savings from Increased Procurement Leverage 

• Increased savings from greater capacity for savings creation

• Increased savings from more and higher volume discounts

• Increased savings from lower prices due to improved supplier relationships

• Reduced cost of unwanted contract renewals 

Savings from Process Efficiencies 

• Reduced cost of PO handling

• Reduced cost of invoice capture 

• Reduced cost of invoice processing

• Reduced cost of administrative support in AP & Procurement 

• Reduced audit costs

• Reduced organisation-wide purchase process costs

Savings from Mitigated Risk 

• Reduced costs of problems caused by supplier non-performance

• Reduced cost of liabilities caused by supplier non-compliance

Strategic Benefits

• Increased financial control

• Increased spend visibility

• Increased contract commitment visibility

• Increased transparency of the procurement process

• Increased organisational agility

• Increased workforce morale & productivity
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Additional Benefits for Multi-Unit Organisations

• Ability to effectively take a centre-led approach to procurement

• Ability to leverage full buying power

• Ability to share and consistently leverage best practices

The following pages contain a table for each of the major areas above. Each table identifies the eProcurement tool(s)

that will help you gain the detail savings or strategic benefits, and outlines the basic approach to estimating what each

area would mean to your organisation.  This information will give you a solid framework for developing your company’s

business case for investment in eProcurement solutions. 
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P2P authorisation rules and workflow   Savings = % of spend that can be
eliminated by preventing purchases:

• That are just not needed

• Where something is already 
available that would meet the 
need (e.g. in inventory) 

• That are fraudulent 

Avoidance of 
unnecessary purchases
This can be significant!

P2P workflow to funnel multiple small
purchases to central point for
consolidation

Savings = % of current delivery
charges eliminated through
combined orders

Reduced freight/delivery 
costs due to order 
consolidation 

P2P processes that lead employees to
buy “the right thing from the right
supplier at the right price”

• Search of suppliers & catalogues 
for routine purchases 

• Workflows for ‘spot-buy’ and 
expert-assistance for less frequent 
or specialised purchases (e.g. 
services, PCs)

S2C processes that provide:

• Suppliers, catalogues & 
contracts for use in P2P

• Rapid, effective ‘spot-buy’ sourcing 
capability (e.g. ‘QuickQuote’ and 
other sourcing event templates)

Savings = % of total spend moved
to supplier agreements X average
% savings obtained in agreements.

Phase 1: capture immediate savings
opportunities with 

• Increased use of existing 
supplier agreements 
(compliance)

Phase 2+: Capture more 
savings with

• More and better supplier 
agreements across more 
categories covering more 
purchases

(See Savings from Increased
Procurement Leverage )

Savings from 
lower prices
This is the big one!  

This is where you ‘capture’ 
the savings ‘created’ by 
procurement via sourcing 

Applicable eProcurement tools* How to estimate Savings Area

P2P automated invoice processing that
reduces elapsed time

Savings = £ amount paid today 
(at least)

Reduced late 
payment fees 

P2P automated invoice processing that
reduces elapsed time 

Savings = £ amount available
today but not taken plus % spend
where additional payment discounts
could be negotiated 

Increased capture of 
early payment discounts 

P2P automated invoice processing with
3-way match

*S2C = Source-to-Contract; P2P = Purchase-to-Pay 

Savings = % of payments based
on audit or spot-check 

Reduced payment of 
duplicate & improper 
invoices 

Table 1: Savings from Reduced Cost of Purchased Goods & Services
These are your biggest opportunities to save – both by eliminating unnecessary expenses entirely, and by capturing the

savings created by Procurement. They all represent hard savings that go directly to your bottom line. Furthermore, these

savings can all be increased over time as outlined in the next area – Savings from Increased Procurement Leverage.
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P2P detailed, easily accessible spend
data, plus spend reporting & analysis
tools 

S2C Supplier Portal that frees up
procurement professionals’ time by
providing supplier tools to update their
own information and answer their own
account questions

S2C Electronic RFx creation, publishing
and scoring tools, plus sourcing event
workflow templates that:

• Enable category teams to perform 
effective sourcing events with less 
time from procurement 

• Reduce the elapsed time for 
sourcing events to allow more to be 
done by each team

Savings = Total spend X %
increase in spend addressed with
professionally negotiated supplier
agreements X average savings per
agreement

(note: assumes P2P in place to
drive purchases to new supplier
agreements)

Increased savings from 
greater capacity for 
savings creation 

i.e. improved spend data 
and increased time for 
procurement professionals 
to use to:

• Perform more 
competitive sourcing 
events with a wider 
range of suppliers

• Focus on more 
spend categories

P2P detailed, easily accessible spend
data plus spend reporting & analysis
tools

S2C supplier directory with
comprehensive supplier profiles

S2C central contract repository for
analysis of different suppliers’ prices,
terms, etc.

Savings = % of total spend
aggregated to fewer suppliers X
average additional volume
discount %

Increased savings from 
more and higher volume 
discount agreements 
i.e. increased buying power 
from demand aggregation 
and supplier rationalisation

Applicable eProcurement tools* How to estimate Savings Area

P2P invoice processing that results in
consistently on-time payments

S2C Supplier Portal that saves
suppliers time and effort by enabling
them to more easily register, maintain
profile and catalogue, view account
status, respond to sourcing events,
etc.

Savings = % of total spend with
professionally negotiated supplier
agreements X Average % savings
based on becoming a preferred
customer 

Increased savings from 
lower prices due to 
improved supplier 
relationships

i.e. suppliers offering their 
‘best price’ because you 
lower their costs by 
becoming ‘easy to do 
business with’

S2C Contract Management automated
milestone review

*S2C = Source-to-Contract; P2P = Purchase-to-Pay 

Savings = estimate of £ based on
audit or spot check of previous year
auto-renewals

Reduced cost of 
unwanted contract 
renewals

Table 2: Savings from Increased Procurement Leverage 
These benefits serve to increase the savings captured in the areas outlined in Savings from Reduced Cost of
Purchased Goods & Services because they enable your procurement professionals and others to expand the range

of spend they influence to include more purchases in more categories. This is achieved through the visibility provided

by spend data from P2P combined with the automation of many sourcing, supplier management, contract management

and catalogue management activities to free up time.  
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*S2C = Source-to-Contract; P2P = Purchase-to-Pay 

P2P capabilities for:

• Automatic PO coding

• Electronic PO generation 
and sending

• P-cards & web site punch-outs 
(i.e. eliminate POs)

Savings = cost of FTEs no longer
needed to handle paper POs plus
cost of postage plus cost of
copying, interoffice mail & storage

Reduced cost of 
PO handling

(within procurement only; 
see last item below for 
savings from across the 
organisation)

P2P: Electronic invoice capabilities (e.g.
supplier invoice file processing, online
supplier self-billing, PO flip, etc.) 

Savings = cost of FTEs no
longer needed to open, copy, file,
code, input paper invoices based
on increased % of invoices
received electronically

Reduced cost of invoice 
capture in AP and other 
departments

Applicable eProcurement tools* How to estimate Savings Area

P2P processes for automated:

• Invoice matching, trouble-shooting 
and payment authorisation

• P-card statement matching 
& utility bill processing

Savings = cost of FTEs no longer
needed to process invoices plus
cost of copying, inter-office mail, 
& storage

Reduced cost of 
invoice processing

Another potentially big one!

P2P business rules and workflow that
provide a clear description of polices &
procedures.

P2P audit trail which provides fast
access to all activity at audit time

Savings = % reduction in time/cost
of internal audit FTEs plus %
reduction in time/cost for external
auditors

Reduced audit costs

P2P: electronic PO and invoice records
to eliminate paper document filing,
retrieval, etc.

S2C Supplier Portal with self-service
registration, profile update, catalogue
maintenance, RFx download and
submission, account Enquiry, etc.

S2C Contract Management to replace
paper contract handling with central
electronic repository

Savings = cost of administrative
support FTEs no longer needed for
these tasks once suppliers do self-
service 

(procurement professionals will
typically use saved time to address
a greater range of spend)

Reduced cost of 
administrative support in 
AP and procurement 

(beyond direct PO and 
invoice handling)

P2P capabilities that make it faster and
easier for employees to get what they
need 

P2P capabilities that reduce the
amount of time managers spend
approving requests

See Strategic Benefits

Although you may choose to not
estimate a £ savings in this area, the
productivity increase and impact on
business performance can be
substantial.  

Reduced organisation-
wide purchasing process 
costs

Table 3: Savings from Process Efficiencies 
These are also potentially big savings areas. They can all be turned into hard savings that go directly to your bottom

line, though you may alternatively choose to re-allocate resources to more value-added activities that provide other

revenue creation or cost-reduction benefits to your organisation.
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S2C tools that help ensure use of
suppliers likely to perform reliably, and
that identify increased risk early.
Includes:

• Supplier qualification

• RFx creation and scoring

• Alerts for periodic performance 
and contract reviews 

P2P capture of basic supplier
performance metrics (delivery, quality,
price) that indicate non-performance 

Savings = Cost of 1 typical incident
X average incidents per year X %
reduction in likelihood 

Use past or hypothetical incidents
to estimate the impact of when a
supplier’s failure to deliver a product
or service causes your organisation
to be unable to deliver to your
customers or constituents.  e.g.:

• Lost sales

• Discounts to maintain 
customer relationships

• Lost customers moving to 
competitor (market share)

• Idle workforce 
(waiting for supplier delivery)

• Poor results (e.g. systems 
development, marketing 
services, etc.)

• Project cost over-runs

• Other…

Reduced costs of 
problems caused by 
supplier non-performance

e.g. 

• Failure to deliver on time

• Poor or unacceptable 
quality

• Financial failure 

Applicable eProcurement tools* How to estimate Savings Area

S2C tools that help ensure use of
suppliers that comply with important
qualification requirements and identify
non-compliance early.  Includes:

• Supplier qualification

• RFx creation and scoring

• Alerts for periodic supplier 
reviews against contract provisions  

Savings = Cost of 1 typical incident
X average incidents per year X %
reduction in likelihood 

Besides the cost of damage to
your reputation, estimate possible
costs of assumed liability such as:

• Legal fees

• Lost time of senior management

• Lost customers and sales

• Forced termination 
of key people

• Other…

Reduced cost of liabilities 
caused by supplier 
non-compliance

e.g. supplier’s lack of:

• Proper employee 
screening

• Proper quality 
procedures

• Insurance

• Certifications

• Operating license

Table 4: Savings from Mitigated Risk  
These costs may not be incurred on a frequent basis, but can be extremely high when they do. Even if these savings

are not included in the targeted savings total for ROI calculation purposes, ‘potential costs’ should still be estimated

and included in the overall business case – possibly as part of Strategic Benefits.   

*S2C = Source-to-Contract; P2P = Purchase-to-Pay 
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P2P business rules and workflow to
ensure compliance with approval and
other policies

P2P visibility into future costs and cash
requirements:

• Purchase commitments in all 
stages from request to closed

• Invoices in all stages from 
receipt to payment    

Complete, correct GL coding 

The organisation’s senior executives
can better control the rate of
expenditure during:

• Normal business periods

• Cost containment periods

Department managers can better
control budgets 

Finance managers can better
manage cash requirements 

Costs are properly allocated 

Increased financial 
control  
Ability to immediately impact 
the organisation’s buying 
behaviour when needed

Visibility of the ‘cost pipeline’ 
well ahead of ‘after the fact’ 
reports available from GL-
based financial reports

P2P: detailed, easily accessible spend
data with spend analysis & reporting
tools

Better insight into the operations of
particular locations, regions, etc.
(e.g. relative use of outside services
correlated with profitability; use of
different suppliers correlated to
customer satisfaction ratings; etc.)

Increased spend visibility  
In addition to the direct 
benefits covered in 
Savings from Increased 
Procurement Leverage 

Applicable eProcurement tools* How to estimate Savings Area

S2C electronic contract repository

S2C contract milestone alerts

S2C contract reporting and analysis
tools

Better insight into purchase
commitments when considering
business strategy changes (e.g.
drop a product line or move a
facility)

Increased contract 
commitment visibility  
In addition to the contract 
management benefits  
covered in other areas

S2C sourcing and supplier
management process templates that
drive standardised supplier qualification,
sourcing events, contract award, etc.,
and that track all activity for each event 

P2P business rules and workflow
capabilities that drive proper purchase
authorisation processes and track all
activity 

Easier, better governance

Much less risk of improper or
fraudulent activity

Easier ability to show proper
procedures were followed when
challenged

Increased transparency 
of the procurement 
process

P2P capabilities that enable the
organisation to act fast by quickly
finding and acquiring the goods and
services it needs 

More organisational agility, with
ability to take advantage of
opportunities and avoid problems

Increased organisational 
responsiveness

P2P capabilities that enable employees
to quickly and easily get what they
need, and to always know the status of
open requests

Increased productivity

Higher retention of good employees

Increased workforce 
morale

Table 5: Strategic Benefits
Note: these benefits may be as important – or more important – than the direct savings opportunities because they

give executive and operational managers the information and controls that represent a ‘handle on the business’ to make

decisions that better steer operational and financial performance.   

*S2C = Source-to-Contract; P2P = Purchase-to-Pay 
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P2P & S2C open integration
capabilities to enable deployment of a
common Spend Control framework
across multiple ERP or business
systems 

P2P business rules and workflow

S2C sourcing process and supplier
management templates

P2P & S2C: standardised  information
for suppliers, spend history, contracts,
etc. 

Opportunity to influence spend
culture across units

Opportunity to effectively
standardise policies across units

Visibility of organisation-wide spend,
supplier base, process
effectiveness, etc.

Ability to effectively take 
a centre-led approach 
to procurement

Applicable eProcurement tools* How to estimate Savings Area

P2P detail spend data with analysis
and reporting tools

S2C electronic supplier directory 

S2C electronic contract repository

Access to the information needed
to aggregate organisation-wide
demand and rationalise the supplier
base to optimise purchase volumes
with selected suppliers while
maintaining the necessary range of
local and central supplier options 

Ability to leverage 
full buying power

P2P business rules and workflow

S2C supplier management and
sourcing process templates

All areas of the business can quickly
adopt cost-saving and process-
streamlining practices developed
anywhere

Ability to share and 
consistently leverage 
best practices

Table 6: Additional Benefits for Multi-Unit Organisations  
Many of the savings areas and strategic benefits outlined earlier have even greater potential when Spend Control

processes are applied across a large, geographically dispersed organisation that previously had no consistency of

process nor central view of organisation-wide spend.  

*S2C = Source-to-Contract; P2P = Purchase-to-Pay 
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Summary
The business case for eProcurement solutions to support 
your Spend Control initiative is really fairly simple – as you
increase the percentage of total spend that you have 
‘under management’ as defined at the beginning of this paper,
you will increase your savings.      

The ‘cause and effect’ is easy to understand, and the process is proven.  The additional strategic benefits you achieve

at the same time are of enormous value as well, and may be seen as an equally important driving force.

Spend Control is a Journey
Like most important undertakings, Spend Control is a journey.  You undoubtedly have some of the processes already

in place today.  Those processes are operating at some level of effectiveness and efficiency, and they are being used

to address some range of spend categories.  But, like almost every organisation, you almost certainly have plenty of

room for improvement as well.  And therefore plenty of opportunity to increase savings along with financial control

and visibility.  

A Phased, ‘Pay as You Go’ Initiative
Realistically, no organisation can tackle every process and every spend category at once.  But the good news is that

the business case is NOT a ‘big bang’ proposition where everything must be in place before you can realise any

benefits.  Using the Spend Under Management concepts, KPIs and business case elements outlined in this series of

papers, any organisation can develop and execute a phased approach that makes the Spend Control journey very

much a ‘pay as you go’ process.  

With a clear vision of the goal – integrated Source-to-Contract and Purchase-to-Pay processes that are both effective

and efficient – you can easily break the effort into incremental investments that generate incremental returns.     

The Time to Start is Now
The important thing is to get started.  Use the information in this paper to build the business case that shows your

executive team that a Spend Control initiative supported by eProcurement, and focused on ever increasing levels of

Spend Under Management, is a journey well worth taking – a journey where the financial and strategic benefits are

well-identified, and where the likelihood of success is high. 
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How PROACTIS Helps 
Organisations Increase 
True Spend Under Management

PROACTIS specialises in helping organisations across both 
the public and private sector incrementally increase their level 
of Spend Under Management – true organisation-wide 
Spend Under Management as defined here.      

We do that through a combination of: 

• Guidance

• eProcurement solutions

• Category services

• Managed services

Guidance
Though PROACTIS is primarily a Spend Control and eProcurement solution provider, we always start our relationship

with clients by understanding their current environment and goals.  In many cases, we also work with finance and

procurement leaders to help refine their Spend Control vision, communicate that vision to the broader organisation, and

establish a phased approach to realising that vision with incremental return along the way.  Specific services include:

• Advisory Services such as our Rapid Spend Review structured to quickly 

identify and prioritise opportunities for savings, efficiencies and risk mitigation

• Transition Services such as consulting, training and integration to help 

make each step in the journey as predictable and smooth as possible

eProcurement Solutions
The PROACTIS Spend Control & eProcurement Solution Suite is among the broadest available today.  It integrates:

• Source-to-Contract (value creation)

- Sourcing

- Supplier Management

- Contract Management

- Catalogue Management

• Purchase-to-Pay (value capture)

- Purchasing

- Invoice Receipt

- Invoice Matching

- Employee Expenses
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The PROACTIS suite is highly modular and configurable so that you can deploy the specific areas you need in the

context of your existing systems, and do so in the sequence that delivers the best overall value.  You can also deploy

defined subsets of the PROACTIS suite to address areas such as:

• Supplier Engagement

• AP Automation

• Spend Reporting & Analysis

Category Services
PROACTIS provides optional commodity services that help you realise the lowest process and best value for select tail

spend categories you may not wish to address directly.  Categories covered include:

• Stationery

• Paper

• Catering

• Janitorial items

• Workwear

• Workplace environment products

• Lighting

Managed Services
PROACTIS can help simplify solution deployment and daily operations by providing managed services where we take

responsibility for key activities so you can focus on your core business.  These include:

• Cloud hosting

• Invoice capture  

• Print services

• In-house print management

• Business machines

• Office furniture

• Promotional items

• and more...



PROACTIS is a leading provider of spend control and eProcurement solutions. Hundreds of organisations around the
world use PROACTIS software and services to streamline the purchase-to-pay process and obtain best value and
control in procurement.

• Procurement Solutions: to help organisations to automate the full buying cycle from improving the way 
they find, evaluate and engage suppliers to increasing “on-contract” spending and enabling more effective 
collaboration with their trading network

• Purchase-to-Pay Solutions: to enable organisations to streamline the purchase-to-pay process, eliminate 
labour-intensive manual registration of invoices, speed up invoice matching and approvals and gain control 
of “after-the-event” purchase claims

Widely used in mid-to-large sized organisations across private, public and not-for-profit sectors, PROACTIS is routinely
integrated with ERP and financial systems. PROACTIS also offers a range of on-premise and cloud-based delivery
options, including Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) and dedicated-hosted application delivery, and flexible licensing models.

PROACTIS Group was founded in 1996 and has been listed on the London Stock Exchange since 2006 (AIM: phd).
Headquartered in the UK with operations in North America, PROACTIS has an extensive accredited partner network in
EMEA, Americas and APAC regions.

About PROACTIS
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Glossary - 
Spend Under Management
PROACTIS uses the term ‘Spend Under Management’ as much more than just the traditional Procurement-only
measurement (i.e. spend ‘influenced’ by procurement).  We see it as an organisation-wide measurement of spend that
is truly ‘under management’ from beginning to end, performed efficiently, and visible throughout.  As such it is a very
meaningful measurement of the results from an organisation’s Spend Control efforts. 

This organisation-wide view of Spend Under Management provides a practical framework for identifying, executing and
monitoring performance of the activities that are key to realisation of substantial savings.  In addition, it clearly identifies
the role modern eProcurement systems play in enabling an organisation to create savings opportunities in the Source-
to-Contract cycle, then capture those savings through an integrated Purchase-to-Pay cycle. 

PROACTIS Terminology
Spend Control: The business processes an organisation uses to obtain best possible value for the goods and
services it purchases

Spend Under Management: The portion of an organisation’s spend that is fully ‘under management’ of its Spend
Control processes

eProcurement: The information systems framework that supports an organisation’s Spend Control processes and
enables increased levels of Spend Under Management
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